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Dear Sanju,

Thank you for the answers to the questions forwarded to you I
apologize for the delay in my writing. These were not the list of
outstanding questions. I'm listing the three and one comment below:

1) If it is available, can you share the breakup of how SAMRUDHI
received the initial investment of 7 lakhs. How much of it is a loan
and how much is a donation to the organization? For loans received by
SAMRUDHI, over what period of time do these need to be repayed?

2) Among the general loans taken by the community what is the % loan
(in amount and number) taken for consumption, marriage, jewelry, etc?
If this % is size-able say 50% of the amount, then don't we miss
addressing the very issue of unavailability of low interest loans
available to the poor, by not giving them the loans for such purposes?
The only reason for not giving a loan for their requirements (perhaps
social) is that it is not clear in our mind how the loan will be
repaid (investment not apparently leading to income generation).
However, if a person did take their loan (Rs.5000) for an investment
generating activity at say 3% mentioned above and another loan
(Rs.5000) for what they consider a needed activity at 300% and let's
say the income generation is not able to cover this interest and over
time they become bonded laborers then are we really making the
difference their lives?

3) a) What is the plan for defaulters?
b) What if a person has a bad week (say a family member is sick)
do they need to pay double the next week?
c) What happens if a goat bought with the micro-credit dies?

4)
> Samruddhi's understanding is that poverty is the root cause of
several societal problems,
> rather than an effect.
Just a note. The above is debatable, social issues that can be
addressed by pumping in money can perhaps be addressed by addressing
poverty (viewing society as a purely economic entity). Majority of the
social issues do not fall under the category - dowry, rights over
natural resources, apathy with governance, pollution, global warming,
etc. If fact some of the social issues will invariably get worse as we
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address only one aspect (economic) of a community....

I have some additional questions based on your presentation:
5) Slide 7: SHG are unsustainable.
Can you elaborate on what SHGs need to sustain? Most SHGs do not 
have
paid staff and are managed by the community itself. SHGs that are in
the size (e.g. 9000 in Timbaktu) can afford to comfortably sustain a
paid staff and offer additional services like legal care, health care,
etc.

6) The talk of sustainability is primarily that of the Grameen Bank's
need to make profits, simply to exist in the long run. Additionally,
sustainability of the company is completely dependent on external
inputs (funds) and if the external inputs are pulled out, the company
folds.

7) The company giving out loans is by it's very nature inorganic e.g.
the loans that can be given out do not need to be related to the
financial capacity of the community (source is different from sync).
Given the above implicit nature of independence in operation; benefits
to the community in the long run stems on the company acting as an
enabler of the community being able to soak up the loan and have the
capacity to give it back. Can you talk about how your company is
working with communities to act as enablers?

8) Another aspect of the inorganic nature is decision making of who
loans are given out. In SHGs this is usually democratic. There are of
course the related issues of any democracy, but many of these can be
improved by good processes in place. This is being replaced in the
company by an executive who will take these decisions for the people.
This makes this executive extremely powerful and questions of how this
power is handled comes forward. It can perhaps be assumed that in a
small scale the employee motivation can be carefully monitored, but
how is planned to be addressed with scale?

9) What are the mechanisms in place to ensure the accountability and
transparency promised to the community in the slides?

Thanks much.

luv,
Sanjeev
---
On Sat, Apr 19, 2008 at 12:43 PM, kumar sanju 
<sanju200n@yahoo.co.in> wrote:
> Dear Sir,
>
> In the mail, you said you have raised few question before the conference 
call. Are those the ones mentioned below?? . If not these, please let me 
know. I would be very happy to address your quaries.
>
> Q-The concept of NGOs getting loans from banks or other orgs is 
different from how SHGs work in Timbaktu for example. There SHGs 
themselves act as a savings group and give out loans, so the money also 
comes from the community itself and the interest rate can be lower. Is this 
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something they plan to look into? This is also easier to scale up e..g 
around Timbaktu over 9000 women are covered by this scheme.
>
> Yes, there are two concepts in Microcredit/microfinance. SGH Model & 
Grameen Model.
> I have attached a presentation that gives more information on how these 
two models works.
>
> Q: Have microfinance orgs worked on these initiatives in this location 
before?
> SAMRUDHI is implementing its Microfinance program by using a fast 
track Grameen Model with local modification.
>
> Q-A non-profit Keva.org links ideas to investors for small amounts. It 
also has no interest. Since these people are net savy can they link up the 
people with these investors?
>
> Kive is established by an Indian social entrepreneur based in the USA. 
They are yet to open their office in India. They again partner with NGOs in 
the field & rout the fund through that NGO. To know more about, visit at 
http://www.kiva.org/about/how
>
> Please find the attched SAMRUDHI's Presentation in which you find 
detailed (From Page No. 7-10) diffresnce between SHG & Grameen 
concept.
>
>
> Regards
>
> sanju kumar
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the financial capacity of the community (source is different from
sync).Given the ** above implicit nature of independence in operation;
benefits to the community in the long run stems on the ** company
acting as an enabler of the community being able to soak up the loan
and have the capacity to
** give it back. Can you talk about how your company is working with
communities to act as enablers?
** I am not clear about this comment/question that what really you
intend to know? )***

Here is the clarification:
Individuals who already have some asserts and want to grow, take up
the largest chunk of loans given out by micro-credit programs. One who
has no asserts finds it extremely difficult to put the loans to any
real productive use. The capacity of a micro-credit organization to
reach out to the poor is not dependent on it's capacity to give loans,
but in it's capacity to create small-scale infrastructure to help the
poor absorb this credit fruitfully. By infrastructure I mean processes
e.g. a process to market the products, machines to
process/package/preserve their products, creation of a say a milk
cooperative with tie-up with consumers and so on.

I would like to understand the efforts of your group in this
direction. If you do not have any efforts in this direction presently
is this something you want to do in future (after you are
self-reliant)? What are your ideas on the same?

luv,
Sanjeev
---
On Sun, May 11, 2008 at 11:33 PM, kumar sanju 
<sanju200n@yahoo.co.in> wrote:
> Dear Sir,
> Thank you for your questions & comments. Please find the detailed
> clarification for your quarries.
>
> 1) If it is available, can you share the breakup of how SAMRUDHI 
received
> the initial investment of 7 lakhs? How much of it is a loan and how much 
is
> a donation to the organization? For loans received by SAMRUDHI, over 
what
> period of time do these need to be repaid?
> Below is the detailed break up of the fund received from various social
> investors for the SAMRUDHI's on lending activities as on date. We 
received
> Rs. 8 lakh after I apply for fellowship to Asha. There is no donation
> component in the fund we received. We have to repay all that we 
borrowed
> from these lenders. This year we plan to raise another 50 lakh from 
Grameen
> Trust & FWWB, India. This is again a soft long term loan. In the long 
run,
> we may get some donation/grant from SIDBI, FWWB and NABARD 
towards
> infrastructure development fund.
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>
> Name of the Lender/Supporter
> Amount
> Repayment schedule
> Contact Details
> Mrs. Anne Chappuis,
> Hyderabad
> 3 lakh
> To be repaid in 24 months
> +91-9885044245
> Sharada Mutually Aided Cooperative Society Ltd, Hyderabad.
> 5+2lakh
> To be repaid in 11 months
> .+91-9848770403
> (R.Girija)
> KBS LAB of BASIX group, from Gulbarga Branch
> 5 lakh
> To be Repaid in 24 months
> +91-8542-273384
> (Mr. Parthasarathy, MD)
> Total
> 15 lakh
>
>
> 2) Among the general loans taken by the community what is the % loan 
(in
> amount and number) taken for consumption, marriage, jewelry, etc? If 
this %
> is size-able say 50% of the amount, then don't we miss addressing the 
very
> issue of unavailability of low interest loans available to the poor, by not
> giving them the loans for such purposes? The only reason for not giving 
a
> loan for their requirements (perhaps social) is that it is not clear in our
> mind how the loan will be repaid (investment not apparently leading to
> income generation). However, if a person did take their loan (Rs.5000) 
for
> an investment generating activity at say 3% mentioned above and 
another loan
> (Rs.5000) for what they consider a needed activity at 300% and let's say 
the
> income generation is not able to cover this interest and over time they
> become bonded laborers then are we really making the difference their
> lives?
>
> This is really a good question. SAMRUDHI prefers to give credit/loan to 
the
> member who is willing to take up small, manageable income generating
> activities that generates sufficient income to repay & use it for family
> purpose. The main reason behind this is to enable poor to generate 
income,
> build assets & become self-reliant. We never give loan to purchase 
jewelry &
> other ornaments. This, they can do on their own once they are 
graduated from
> BPL to APL over a period of time. We discourage them to use the 
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borrowed
> fund for the consumption. Let us say that a member borrowed Rs.5000/ 
from
> Microfinance institution for consumption purpose. And use daily Rs.50/-
> towards consumption which last for 100 days. What next after 100 days? 
How
> she/he will repay the money that she borrowed? For this she/he has to 
knock
> the door of other lender. So borrow from one person to repay other 
persons
> loan. This happens practically if they don't have any means of income
> generation. Instead if she/he would have invested in any income 
generating
> activities & generate income, feed the family & also repay the loan.
> But in few cases as you said, they need money for their children higher
> education, marriage, health care, sudden hospitalization etc.
> To avoid our member to go to the same money lender who charges 
exorbitant
> interest, SAMRUDHI has few products in place & planning to implement 
others.
> For instance, we give Emergency Loan in case family members of our 
member
> hospitalized for which we don't charge any interest & they can repay it in
> bullet within four months whenever they have some extra income. We 
also have
> insurance for our members in association with LIC in case death of our
> member or spouse.
> Further, we are seriously working on Education loan, Marriage loan & 
Housing
> Loan to implement. SAMRUDHI is working on the strategy, loan size etc 
&
> implement the same soon.
>
> a) What is the plan for defaulters?
> SAMRUDHI lends to five-member groups of women and designates the 
group
> member the ultimate guarantor/liable of each of its members. To ensure 
100%
> repayment, SAMRUDHI has a comprehensive training program in place 
for the
> target members. Even than there may be some defaulters. There are 
few
> situation where member become a defaulter-
> I. When the business/income
> generating activity fails-
> II. When the member migrates/change
> locality
> III. When member misused the
> loan-investing in non-income generating activities.
> In case a business failure, SAMRUDHI trains the member & give one 
more loan
> to take up income generating activities & give more attention to that
> member.
> SAMRUDHI's training model is so strong that there will not be any
> defaulters. But still SAMRUDHI expect that there are some defaulters & 
make
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> Loan Loss Provision to cover this loss. If SAMRUDHI disburse Rs. 1 
lakh, 2%
> of that amount kept as Loan Loss Provision. In the year end if there is no
> defaulter, then it will be reversed.
> b) What if a person has a bad week (say a family member is sick) do
> they need to pay double the next week?
> SAMRUDHI trains its member to help each other when a person is sick, 
forced
> to go out of station, delayed income flow etc. Other members in the 
group
> share the person's repayment (Say Rs. 10-15 each) & pay it to 
SAMRUDHI.
> Because they know that the person has problem in that week & did not 
turn up
> to the SAMRUDHI's weekly meeting.
> There was a policy at SAMRUDHI to skip the repayment, in the above 
mentioned
> situation, but this started sending a wrong message among the 
members & many
> members started misusing this facility by giving a fake reason just for the
> sake of missing repayment!
> Secondly, SAMRUDHI will not collect any penalty or additional money if 
any
> person misses the repayment in extreme & unavoidable situations.
> c) What happens if a goat bought with the micro-credit dies?
> So far, out of 100% of our loan disbursement, 2.3% of loans gone to
> livestock rearing activities. In the future, we have a plan to introduce
> livestock insurance which safeguards both SAMRUDHI & its members 
when the
> loans towards livestock increase. Currently, we write off the interest &
> give a fresh loan to member & give moratorium period of 6 month that 
means
> her previous loan repayment starts after 6 months of taking the fresh 
loan
> along with new loan.
> 4)
> > Samruddhi's understanding is that poverty is the root cause of
> several societal problems,
> > rather than an effect. Just a note. The above is debatable, social
> issues that can be addressed by pumping in money can perhaps be 
addressed by
> addressing poverty (viewing society as a purely economic entity). 
Majority
> of the social issues do not fall under the category - dowry, rights over
> natural resources, apathy with governance, pollution, global warming, 
etc.
> If fact some of the social issues will invariably get worse as we address
> only one aspect (economic) of a community....
>
> 'Micro credit is about much more than access to money. It is about 
women
> gaining control over the means to make a living. It is about women lifting
> themselves out of poverty and vulnerability. It is about women achieving
> economic and political empowerment within their homes, their villages.
> But than, micro-credit alone is not an answer for several societal 
problems
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> that listed. They are equally rooted in the community & need to address
> separately. Therefore, SAMRUDHI plans to address few selected 
societal
> problems along with microcredit among its members & in the community 
where
> it works-Awareness on gender issues, Right to Information Act, health &
> hygiene, illiteracy etc .
>
> I have some additional questions based on your presentation:
> 5) Slide 7: SHG are unsustainable.
> Can you elaborate on what SHGs need to sustain? Most SHGs do not 
have paid
> staff and are managed by the community itself. SHGs that are in the size
> (e.g. 9000 in Timbaktu) can afford to comfortably sustain a paid staff and
> offer additional services like legal care, health care, etc.
>
> Instead, it should have been "less sustainable".
> Alleviation of poverty, for a long time, has remained a very complex and
> critical. It has been at the top of the agenda of policy planners &
> development specialists and a lot has been written on the subject right
> from the days of Adam Smith's 'Wealth of Nations' (1776) to Prof. 
Amartya
> Sen's 'Public Action to Remedy Hunger' (1991). Today, it virtually 
denotes
> the core of all developmental effort. Though conventionally identified 
with
> subsistence level of living - linked to lack of adequate food - it is now
> widely accepted that the problem of poverty is more deep rooted 
covering
> several interlocked aspects such as assetlessness, underemployment,
> uncertain & relatively unproductive employment, low remuneration, lack 
of
> bargaining power, economic vulnerability, illiteracy, proneness to 
disease,
> social disadvantage and political powerlessness. A large number of
> government & non-governmental organizations all over the country have 
been
> engaged in this seemingly unending war against poverty using several
> strategies, instruments and models.
> Out of several, SHG & Grameen Model are two which gained important 
place in
> poverty alleviation. Both the models have its own importance in its
> implementation & both are used for the same purpose; poverty 
alleviation!
> The slide was to just show the difference between two models. Any 
models for
> that matter has to have sustainability to exist in terms of Group
> Record-quality & accountability, Equity within Groups-Do all the 
members
> have equitable services?, Default & Recoveries-What is the pattern of 
loan
> recovery & what happens in case of defaults & what % loans are at 
default?
> Defunct & Broken Groups-how many groups & why & what happens for 
the
> repayment?
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> According to the Study conducted by EDA Rural System Pvt Ltd in 
association
> with Care, USAID, NABARD & GTZ, 28% of borrowers were more than 
12 months
> overdue , overdue among the group >12 months is at 46% in Karnataka 
& only
> 60% of groups have good/adequate quality records & remaining 40% are
> bad/weak. That means, every 100 SHG formed, 40 SHGs will not have a 
bank
> linkage due to their bad/weak records as RBI has given freedom to 
Banks to
> asses the credibility & records of any SHGs before lending them. 
Ultimately,
> these SHG become defunct & broke.
> The same study shows that the NGOs continuously involved with grant 
support
> from NABARD or other funding agencies with SHG has relatively high 
bank
> linkage & sustainability. Here is a link for the study paper.
> http://www.edarural.com/documents/SHG-Study/Executive-Summary.pdf
> Including thimpktu, there are few other NGOs making remarkable impact 
using
> SHG model, to name same, Myrada, Prerana, etc. But the difference 
between
> these NGOs & SAMRUDHI is only the model not the objectives!
> 6) The talk of sustainability is primarily that of the Grameen Bank's need
> to make profits, simply to exist in the long run. Additionally,
> sustainability of the company is completely dependent on external inputs
> (funds) and if the external inputs are pulled out, the company folds.
> Yes, you are right. But anything for that matter, be it project, company,
> organization, NGO or MFI will have a stage where they have to be 
sustainable
> to continue its service. External inputs are most important for some time.
> But the entity/project should have its own plan to become sustainable for
> existence. If it does not exist, it won't provide any service. Any
> funding/lending agency asks for strategy for sustainability once the fund
> exits. For this, making profit for sustainable which again goes into the
> development of poor is acceptable but for making profit for individual 
gain
> is zero tolerable in the non profit arena.
> 7) The company giving out loans is by it's very nature inorganic e.g. the
> loans that can be given out do not need to be related to the financial
> capacity of the community (source is different from sync).Given the 
above
> implicit nature of independence in operation; benefits to the community 
in
> the long run stems on the company acting as an enabler of the 
community
> being able to soak up the loan and have the capacity to give it back. Can
> you talk about how your company is working with communities to act as
> enablers?
>
> I am not clear about this comment/question that what really you intend to
> know?
>
> 8) Another aspect of the inorganic nature is decision making of who 
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loans
> are given out. In SHGs this is usually democratic. There are of course 
the
> related issues of any democracy, but many of these can be improved by 
good
> processes in place. This is being replaced in the company by an 
executive
> who will take these decisions for the people. This makes this executive
> extremely powerful and a question of how this power is handled comes
> forward. It can perhaps be assumed that in a small scale the employee
> motivation can be carefully monitored, but how is planned to be 
addressed
> with scale?
>
> At SAMRUDHI, drawing poor into the group, selection of beneficiaries, 
loan
> approval are decide by the group/centre member only & in the centre
> meetings. For this, SAMRUDHI has written guidelines for its 
representatives
> & keep watching that they are following the guidelines.
> Thorough enquiry is to be undertaken even before the loan proposal 
appraisal
> is taken up in the centre meeting. This allows group and centre 
members the
> opportunity to ask questions, and to approve or disapprove a loan 
proposal.
> If they do not have this opportunity to voice their objections, it would be
> difficult and unreasonable to impose collective responsibility later if
> necessary. It involves the following steps:
> a. Member announces to her group & Centre that she wants a loan
> b. If all the group members agree, the Centre Representative
> approves the loan proposal by signing the loan proposal form
> c. The Centre Representative informs the rest of the centre
> member of the loan proposal, the amount requested and the proposed 
activity.
> If any member has a question about the proposal, she asks directly to 
the
> member who wants the loan
> d. SAMRUDHI cannot usually reject the loan proposal, although it
> reserves the right to reduce the loan amount if necessary.
> d. If everyone in the Centre agrees, then the Loan Officer checks the
> member's record of attendance, repayment and loan utilization. The 
group as
> a whole should also have a satisfactory record in these three respects.
> Once the Loan Officer is satisfied that the loan amount matches the 
proposed
> activity than SAMRUDHI disburse it in the centre only in front of all the
> members.
> 9) What are the mechanisms in place to ensure the accountability and
> transparency promised to the community in the slides?
> SAMRUDHI hold its member weekly meeting in a public place, 
preferably the
> Gram Panchayat or the School. Because it will promote discipline as it is 
a
> public place and open for observation by others & promote transparency
> because the financial transactions are in public. The community is 
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always
> aware that what SAMRUDHI is doing in its group/centre meeting.
> Apart from this, SAMRUDHI also maintains some registers in the 
centers such
> as Minutes Register, Member Loan Passbook, Loan Disbursement & 
Loan
> Repayment Register. Above all, SAMRUDHI's representative has to take 
a
> counter signature of the group/centre representative on Loan 
Disbursement &
> Repayment sheet that he/she brings to the office.
>
>
>
>
>
> ________________________________
> Messenger blocked? Want to chat? Here is the solution.
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Sajneev,

Very good question indeed. I may not give a better response than Sanju 
himself on this, but since I am also associated with Sanju and his work, let 
me give my ideas on this:
I have myself seen Sanju's work on the field and seen how the loans are 
given to the women and have seen the process of microfinance (grameen 
model) that Sanju has setup with his team there. All the fieldstaff that 
Sanju has in his organization have some kind of background in 
microfinance. They are trained as well in the organization processes and 
how they should behave with the women and villagers on the field etc. 
Now, there are two field staff with Sanju and two are in the process of 
going through the training. 
The two who are trained and are working on the field are from a similar 
community as they are working. So, they pretty much know what kind of 
business or income generation activity will suit for a particular women 
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based on her interest and the environment of the village itself. If any of the 
women need any infrastructure say if she needs to have some kind of 
setup where she can store/package/distribute the milk from the buffalo that 
she got from the organization's loan, she could as well go for another loan 
to support the same. This is well analyzed by the field staff of the 
organization and they will approve the second loan if they think that she 
can improve further with her own setup. 
I think Sanju can answer this better than me. Thanks.

Regards,

Giri

[Quoted text hidden]
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